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SOLUTIOI\S OF PROtsLEMS OF MILLER AND RUBEL

SAKARI TOPPILA

1. Introrluction and results. Let w be analytic in lrl=l with w(0):0' In
Problem 5.61 of [2] S. Miller states that if n:l or n:2 and

(1.1) lw(z)+zw'(z)*...*znw@)(z)l=t for lrl=1,
then lw(z) | = I for lzl-.1, and he asks whether the same holds for all, n:1, 2, 3, .. . .

We shall give an affirmative answer to this question'

Theorem 1. Let w be as aboae, satisfying (l.t)for some n>3' Then lw(z)l''
71180 in lrl=1.

The following problem [1, Problem 2'54]is proposed by L. A. Rubel'

Problem A. Let E be a closed set in c with the following properties:

(l) there exists a transcendental entire function f(z) that is bounded on E; and

Q) there exists a transcendmtal entire function g(z) that is bounded away from
O on the complement oJ' E. For each such E, must there exist one ttanscendental

entire function that is simultqneously bounded on E and bounded away from O on

the complement of E?

We shall give the following answer to this question.

Theorem 2. Let E be the union of the positioe resl axis and the closed discs

lz-eak1=1, k:1,2, ... . Then there exist transcendental entire functions f1 and

f, suchthat fy isboundedon E andthat f, isboundedawayJrom 0 onthecomplement

of E. Howeaer, if f is any entire function which is bounded on E and bounded away

from 0 on the complement of E, then f is constant-

2. Proof of Theorem 1. Let n and

w(z): åo,*
be as in Theorem l, and let

s(z) : w(z)* zw'(z)t...* z'w@) 121 
: ) boze'

P=''
Since 

w@(z): ) onn(r-1)...(p- k+r1rn-u
p:L

koskenoj
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and fr>3, we get br:2ar, br-5o2,, br-76os, and

for p=4. From (1.1) we deduce that lbrl=t for any p, and we get

-Z loÅ = U2*Us+Ut6+ lp-a = 6U80+ [ *-rdx : 7t180,
P:L p:a z

wnich implies that lw(z)l<.71l80 in lzl<1. Theorem I is proved.

3. Proof of Theorem 2. The function fr(z):e-, is bounded on .E and

fr(z) : II (l- ze-4k)

is bounded away from 0 on the complement of .8.
Let us suppose that f is an entire function which satisfies lf(z)l=M on

E and lfk)l=m (m>0) on the complement of ,E. From the continuity of f it
follows that lf(z)l>m on the ring domain

e4k+L < lzl -. sax+t

for any k. Since eak+z€E, we deduce that lf(e4k+2)l=M, and applying Schottky's
theorem repeatedly in the discs

lz - etk+z 
"i"1 

- eak+ 2 
12,

we deduce that there exists 1(>0 depending only on M and rz such that lf(z)l=K
for all z lying on the circle lzl:sak+a, k:1,2,... . This implies that f is a bounded
function and we deduce that f is constant. Theorem 2 is proved.
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